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Perfect solution for a versatile, efficient range of dishes

Convenience Station plus is the new appliance from Beer Grill. 
The fusion of the best features of the proven Culinario Touch 
food dispensing showcase with the BEER Hot Tower.

This convenience shelf not only offers you the opportunity to 
present your food in a sales-promoting way, but also to individ-
ually adjust the climate per GN compartment for maximum shelf 
life and optimum product quality.

With its 3 levels, the Convenience Station plus offers the per-
fect platform for a varied selection of products. On the lowest 
level, your dishes are presented with either dry or actively hu-
mid heat. Your packaged and unpackaged convenience food is 
kept perfectly warm on the two levels above. The top and bot-
tom heat can be controlled individually for each GN shelf for 
fresh, delicious food at the perfect temperature.

Thanks to the latest touch control and energy-saving tech-
nology (ESS), operation is very simple and saves resources.

Your benefits

 Showcase with 3 levels for individually temperature-
 controlled food

 Bottom level optionally with dry or actively humid heat
 The two upper levels with dry heat
 Infinitely adjustable surface temperature of the BEER 

 warming plates, 30 °C – 90 °C
 Light individually adjustable per level
 Energy saving thanks to the option of switching off levels 

 during off-peak periods – this is also visually en-hanced 
 with an optional night blind

Manual touch control in the substructure
Energy-saving technology (ESS) at the lowest level
Rear hinged doors with mirror on the operator side
Can be filled from the front and  / or rear
Front and  / or rear control possible

 NEW also Convenience Station, complete with dry heat 
 only using BEER warming plates

NEW

Dry + active humid heat in one appliance

ESS
ENERGY SAV ING SYST EMENERGY SAV ING SYST EM



Technical data

Convenience Station plus – mobile model

Size Dimensions mm (W x D x H) Voltage Power Max. rated
current Plug

GN 3 /1 1110 x 650 x 1918 400 V 3630 W 5.3 A Type 15 /CEE 16

*Dimensions without cutting board (270 mm)

Dry + active humid heat in one appliance
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